PYA CONSULTING

Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC) Services
PYA’s seasoned team understands the complexity of providing reliable professional services to ASCs
and offers hands-on guidance to assist such organizations in making informed business decisions.
Business Valuation - PYA values ASCs for
a variety of purposes, including mergers and
acquisitions, joint venture arrangements, minority
shareholder transactions, and dispute and
litigation matters. Our experienced team delivers
sound valuation advice to clients.
Compensation Valuation - PYA renders fair
market value opinions on common arrangements
for ASCs, including management service and
billing arrangements. Additionally, PYA has
valued facility space, equipment, and staffing
arrangements, as well as other professional
service agreements. Our analyses and
recommendations assist our clients’ efforts to
remain compliant with the various regulations
governing transactions in the healthcare industry.
Alternative Payment Model Valuation - PYA
provides ASCs with fair market value and
commercial reasonableness assessments of
provider network revenue distributions. Our
reviews help ensure compliance with plan design
to incentivize the desired behavioral change
necessary to achieve organizational population
health goals.
Facility and Strategic Planning - PYA develops
the right stand-alone or partnership approach for
ASCs based on specific goals and objectives.
Our approach considers the needs of the
community, the market environment of the ASC,
and the viability of potential targets.

Due Diligence - PYA tailors due-diligence efforts
to client needs and environmental circumstances.
Our approach ranges from specific, limitedscope due-diligence activities to comprehensive
financial and operational due diligence.
Reimbursement Analysis - PYA assists ASCs
with confidential, black-box reimbursement
analysis to evaluate economic impacts related to
potential transactions or arrangements.
Regulatory Compliance Issues - PYA offers
a robust portfolio of compliance services.
Our team is committed to working alongside
clinicians, billing and coding staff, and leadership
teams to mitigate risk and maximize overall
compliance practices. Services include billing,
coding and documentation reviews, clinical
documentation reviews, and compliance program
implementation and assessments.
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Transaction Advisory - PYA helps ASCs identify,
craft, and implement affiliations that optimize
performance. Our approach addresses critical
financial, legal, and administrative considerations
for all potential transactions.
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